**Bulletin Number:** CAN069

**Date:** March 13, 2012

**Description:** Updated Venting Options for Power Direct Vent Water Heaters


This product notification serves to update the venting options available for John Wood Power Direct Vent water heaters.

John Wood Power Direct Vent water heaters are now certified for use with polypropylene (PP) venting, in addition to PVC and CPVC. As with all plastic venting, in accordance with the CSA B149.1 gas code, the polypropylene used for venting these units must be ULC S636 certified and installed per the manufacturer’s instructions.

Also, the vent lengths for 40,000 BTU/h input units (JW4040SN-PDV-ES2, G4040SP-PDV-ES2, JW5040SN-PDV-ES2 and G5040SP-PDV-ES2) have increased for 3” diameter (concentric and 2-pipe) vent configurations to 100 equivalent feet.

For further details, please contact your local Sales Representative or our Technical Support team at 1 888 479 8324.